INTRODUCTION
Mixed finite element methods for elliptic problems have been proposed and analyzed by several authors (see e.g. [6, 13, 16, 14, 12] and others). The main purpose of this paper is to prove some error estimâtes for a class of such mixed methods when applied to the corresponding parabohc problems. These error estimâtes are similar to those obtained previously for conventional finite element methods (cf. e. g. [4] and work quoted therein). We shall analyze in detail the effect of the finite element discretization m space and comment only briefly on time-discretization.
An outhne of the paper is as follows: in Section 1 we consider a class of mixed finite element methods for second order elliptic équations introduced by Raviart (*) Manuscrit reçu le 11 septembre 1979 C ) Department of Mathematics, Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Goteborg, Suède and Thomas [13] and prove some L 2 and maximum-norm error estimâtes for such approximations. Hereby we extend or give alternative proofs of results by Raviart and Thomas [13] , Falk and Osborn [9] , and Scholz [14] . In particular, we introducé second order éléments with one curved edge which makes it possible to handle the case of a domain with smooth curved boundaries. Then in Section 2 the results of Section 1 are extended to the corresponding parabolic problems. We consider both the case of a nonhomogeneous of homogeneous équation with a smooth solution and the case of a homogeneous équation with initial data only in L 2 . In both situations we show optimal order error estimâtes, in the latter case for t bounded away from zero. In Sections 3 and 4 we carry out the same program for an analogous mixed method introduced in [12] , applied to the stationary and evolutionary Stokes' équations.
THE ELLIPTIC PROBLEM
In this section we shall consider the model problem
where Q is a bounded domain in the plane, with boundary F. Introducing the gradient of u as a new variable this problem can also be formulated -divcF = /, a-Vu in Q, w = 0 on I\ (1.1)
De&ning the spaces F=L 2 (Q) and H= { % EL 2 (Q) 2 ; div X eL 2 (Q)} , we note that a solution (u, o) e Vx H of (1.1) may be thought of as a solution to the variational problem (diva, !>) + (ƒ, u) = 0, VueK, (1.2a) (a, *) + («, div X ) = 0,
VXGH) {L2b)
With V h and H h certain fini te dimensional subspaces of Kand H we shall now consider the following discrete analogue of (1.2): fmd (u hi a h )eV h xH h such that (diva h , »>)+(ƒ, i> A ) = 0, Vv h eV h9 (1.3a)
More precisely, we shall use pairs of subspaces V h and H h introduced for this purpose by Raviart and Thomas [13] which we shall now proceed to describe. We consider first the case of a polygonal domain Q which for simplicity we take to be convex and let SF\ -{ K} be a quasiuniform regular triangulation of Q by triangles of diameter at most h. Let r be an integer ^ 1 and set where 0* -} dénotes the set of polynomials of degree at most j. Notice that no continuity across interelement boundaries is required of the functions in V h . In order to define H h3 let K be the référence triangle in the Ç-plane with vertices (0, 0), (1, 0) and (0, 1) and let, with r as above, H dénote the space of functions X = (Xi, %2) e^ on ^ °f tne following form: for r even with r/2 r/2 X(-iya,^ £ j=o j-o and for r odd with (r-l)/2 E (-j=o vol. 15, n°l, 1981 where p ru q r~x dénote arbitrary polynomials in & rx . Let now for given , F K be an affine mapping of K onto K, where B K is a 2 x 2 matrix and b K e R 2 and set H r (K)= {xHdetBz)- 1 BKÏOFZ 1 where and fmally It follows from these définitions that dim H r (K) = r (r -h 2) and that the normal component X' n of % reduces to a polynomial of degree r-lon each edge S of a triangle K e 0~\. Recall that the condition x e H in the définition of H h requires div x e L 2 (Q) which in turn is equivalent to requiring x • n to be continuous across interelement boundaries. We also recall that x e H h is uniquely determined by the foliowing degrees of freedom:
(i) the values of x-n at r points on each edge S of 3\ (3 r conditions for each K); r (ii) the value of the moments x*xdx for |oc| ^r-2 on each X(r(r-1) JK conditions for each K).
In our analysis we shall need the following lemma. Here and below we dénote by ||.|| s the norm in H S {Q) 9 We now return to the elliptic problem (1.2) and its discrete counterpart (1.3). Existence, uniqueness and error estimâtes for this problem were discussed in Raviart and Thomas [13] and Thomas [16] using the gênerai theory of Brezzi [6] and somewhat more précise estimâtes have been derived in Falk and Osborn [9] and for the maximum-norm in Scholtz [14] . We present hère a simple error analysis which shows L 2 -error estimâtes for u h and o h under minimal smoothness assumptions on w, and in addition a maximum-norm error estimate for u h . The analysis of the error in u h is based on the following two lemmas which are proved by the analogue in the present context of the standard duality argument. LEMMA This foliows by tracing the dependence of C q upon q in the proof of (1.11 ) in [1] to the Calderon-Zygmund lemma [7] in which such an estimate is valid. Using the inverse assumption (1.7) we therefore have with C independent of p,
The conclusion now follows by choosing p = \ogh~1. We can now state and prove the following: Proof: In order to show existence it is clearly suffident to prove uniqueness, Thus let ƒ = 0. We obtain by setting v h~uhi % h = o h in (1.3), so that a h =0. By lemma 1.2 we eonclude at once that u h = 0 which complètes the proof.
In the error analysis we shall begin with the estimate for o h -o. We first show that: In order to be able to conclude maximal order rates from Theorem 1.1, we need to know that the solution is appropriately smooth. For polygonal domains this is in gênerai not the case so the conclusions are in practice relatively weak. We shall therefore now discuss the elliptic problems (1.2) and (1.3) in a convex domain Q with smooth boundary F. We shall consider extensions to Q of the éléments described above in the case r = 2 and carry out the error anaiysis for this situation. For a corresponding anaiysis of the case r = 3, see [10] .
Let ST h -[K] be a quasi-uniform regular triangulation of Q such that the polygonal domain Çl h determined by UK has its vertices on F. For a boundary triangle K let K be the obvious extension to a triangle with one curved edge, and set for convenience K = K for other K. We define and Thus, V h consists of the piecewise linear functions on Q h , without continuity requirements across interelement boundaries, extended by zero, and H h of the corresponding functions on Ù h which are simply extended to Q by using the same polynomial on I as on X.
We shall need the fact that the conclusions of Lemma 1.1 are valid after this modification. In fact, let n ;i be deûned as above locally on each triangle K, which now defines n ; , % for % e H on all of Q by the extension from K to K in the définition of H H . Clearly (1.4a) still holds since it holds on each K and v h vol. 15 s n°l s 1981 C. JOHNSON, V. THOMFE vanishes outside Q h . Further, similarly to the case of straight triangles we have for boundary triangles with possible curved edges for ŝ o that (1.4 b) is valid as bef ore. Since it is easy to see that we conclude that (1.4 c) still holds. We also note that similarly l|.' (1.17) Notice that in the present situation
In our error analysis below it will be convenient to use the following associated modification of the L 2 -projection P h used above for polygonal domains. if v = 0 on r.
(1.20)
Proq/:* Note first that (1.18) defines P h uniquely. We shall compare P h to the L 2 projection P h : V^V h which satisfies
and for which as is well known
Notice now that for each K,
and hence
This shows
In view of the inverse estimate (1.7), this yields with C independent of p,
MP n-P 1) II <C l,-(l-(2/p)) || " || <C\\i)\\

II r h V r h V \\L P {Q) ^^n \\ V \\L z (Q\Q h ) = C II V II L p (Q\n h )>
and since
Together with (1.21) this complètes the proof of (1.19).
In the same way as for the case of Q polygonal we have
\\P h v-P h v\\ LAn) SCh 2 \\v\\ 3 .
This complètes the proof of the lemma.
We may now immadiately state and prove: Proof: We first note that in view of the properties of the operator n h as described in Lemma 1.1, the proof of Lemma 1.2 remains unchanged (in fact, this time we may choose Q = Q). As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 this shows the uniqueness and hence the existence of a solution (u hi a h ) of (1.3). In order to show the error estimâtes, we follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We first notice that (1.15) again implies div (Tl h a -o h ) = 0 on Q h and hence on Q so that This time we have instead of (1.16), (CT»-a,x»)+(u»-P»tt,div so that by the modification of lemma 1.2, Recalling (1.20) this complètes the proof of the maximum norm estimate. Finally, applying Lemma 1.3 (the proof of which remains unchanged except that P h is replaced by P h ), (1.17) and Lemma 1.1, we have
In view of (1.19) this complètes the proof.
For given f sL 2 (O) we may think of the solution (v h9 o tt ) of (1,3) as the result of a pair of operators (T h , S h ) :
Setting similarly for the exact solution u = T ƒ with T : L 2 (fi) -> H 2 (Q) we prove for later use the foliowing lemma. The properties stated are used in e. g. [3] , [4] and [2] to analyze discretizations of eigenvalue problems and parabolic problems, respectively. Proof: The discrete problem may be written
Now by these relations 9 Vfuf 2 eL 2 (a) 9 which shows that T h is selfadjoint and positive semidefmite on L 2 (Q This complètes the proof of the lemma.
A PARABOLIC PROBLEM
Let us now consider, with £1 and F as above, the initial-boundary value problem
where u t = du/dt and R + -(0, oo). Introducing again G = WU this may be written in variational form: find (u, a) :
where V and H are as in Section 1. With V h a V and H h c H as before it is naturalto consider its semidiscreteanalogue:
where g h is some approximation in V h ofg. Note that u ft (0) détermines a h (0) by the second discrete équation (2.2 b).
Introducing bases in V h and H h this problem may be written in matrix form as with U (0) given, where A and D are positive deûnite. After élimination of £, this may be thought of as a linear System of ordinary differential équations in U with a positive deûnite coefficient of U t and therefore this System has a unique solution for t^O.
Recalling the définition of the operator T h above, (2.2) can be written
Since T h is positive defmite on V h this again shows that (2.2) has a unique solution u h (t) e V h for t ^ 0. Once u h has been determined, a h may be found from (2.2b). The above représentation of the semidiscrete problem, with <j h eliminated, and the corresponding form of the continuous problem,
with T the inverse of -A can be used to deduce error estimâtes for u h (cf. [4] ). This approach will be taken in theorem 2.3, which deals with the homogeneous équation (ƒ = 0). Furthermore, this représentation of the semi-discrète problem could be used to formulate fully discrete analogues of (2.2) based on rational approximations of the exponential (cf. [2] in the case ƒ = 0).
Our next purpose is to dérive error estimâtes for both u h and a h in the gênerai case of the nonhomogeneous problem (2.1) and its semidiscrete analogue (2.2). In doing so we shall treat simultaneously the situation covered in the elliptic case by Theorem 1.1 when Q is polygonal and the order of accuracy r is arbitrary, and by Theorem 1.2 when Q is smooth and r = 2. The analysis by the energy method uses an analogue in the present context of the "elliptic projection" of the exact solution, which we defme here to be (w ft , a h ) = ( -T h Au, -S,, Au), the solution of the discrete stationary problem (1.3) with ƒ = -div a= -Au. We shall use for discrete initial data -T h Ag which we may then think of as an elliptic projection of g into V h . We may then write the error équations in the from
Notice that e h (0) = 0 and that hence also £ ft (0) = 0 or o h (0) = o h (0). Recall also from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that for 2gs^r, In order, fmally, to show (2.5) we note that (2.6b) in conjunction with Lemma 1.3 shows and that hence (2.5) follows by (2.9) . This complètes the proof.
We shall now discuss some error estimâtes for the homogeneous équation [i. e. ƒ = 0 in (2.1)]. In doing so we shall have reason to use the regularity of the solution for t > 0. For this purpose we shall now restrict ourselves to the situation that Q is a convex domain with smooth boundary and that we are dealing with the case of second order accurate spaces (r = 2) which was given special attention in the latter part of section 1. In our first resuit for the homogeneous équation we shall assume that the solution is smooth for t^0. In the following result we shall then consider estimâtes for t strictly positive which only require the initial data to belong to L 2 {Q). In the former result we use for the initial data the elliptic projection of g and in the latter its L 2 projection onto V h . THEOREM This complètes the proof of the theorem. In order, fmally, to show (2.16), note that by Lemma 1.2 and (2.6b):
1 Together with this establishes (2.16) and complètes the proof of the theorem.
THE STATIONARY STOKES' EQUATIONS
We now turn to the steady state Stokes' équations in a convex plane domain Q with smooth boundary F, 1 Au + Vp = / in Q,
In applications u = {u u u 2 ) represents the velocity and p the pressure of an incompressible Newtonian fluid with viscosity equal to 1/2 and f~(j\ > f2) ls a given force. We shall consider a mixed fïnite element method for this problem which is analogous to that used in Section 1 for Poisson's équation and which uses fïnite éléments devised in [12] for the équations of elasticity. In order to motivate the variational formulation on which this method is based, we shall use an alternative statement of (3.1) which is in fact the formulation of Stokes' équations in natural physical variables used in continuüm mechanics.
We begin with some notation. For a given symmetrie 2x2 matrix a = (a^-), let tra = CT 11 + a 2 2 and define, with 5 the unit matrix, the deviatoric part of a by a = a -(1/2)tra.ô. We then always have the unique décomposition
with tra = 0, <j=-tra.
Also set and notice that tr e(u) = db/u so that in particular for (M, p) a solution of (3.1),
tie(u) = 0 or E(U) = S(U).
We now introducé the new dependent variable and note that for the 2-vector div a = ((div a) f ) = (du n /dx x + du i2 /dx 2 )
we have div a = div e (M) -div ( p-S) = -Au -V p.
We thus find that for (u, p) SL solution of (3.1), (u, er) solves the équations -divG = / in Q, a = s(w) in Q, u = 0 on r.
In continuüm mechanics, a and E(U) represent the stress and strain tensors, respectively.
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In the present context Green's formula takes the form
f (e(«), x) = (x-n).uds-(u 9
where %.n = (% il n 1 + Xa n i) is the component of x = (Xi,/) i n trie direction of the exterior normal n = (ni, n 2 ) to F, and where (., . ) dénote the inner products in the appropriate L 2 (Q) m spaces, m = 2, 4. Now, introducing the spaces V=L 2 (Q)\ H = {%H%ij)l %ij = %jieL 2 (a) 9 U=l, 2, div X eL 2 (Q) 2 }, and using the above Green's formula we see that (w, a) solves the following variational problem: find (u, a)eVxH such that We recall from [12] that % e H h is uniquely determined by the foiiowing degrees of freedom:
(i) the value of %• n at two points on each edge S oî3T h where n is a unit normal to S (12 conditions for each K);
(ii) the value of %ijdx,ij=l, 2 for eachiCe^h(3 conditions for each X).
With the above choices of V h and H h we now pose the foiiowing discrete analogue of (3. The condition u h e V h may be interpreted as a discrete incompressibility condition.
For the analysis of this discrete problem we shall need a séquence of lemmas which correspond in an obvious fashion to those of Section 1. LEMMA We obtain in the same way as before, for v h e V h , 
di\(ll h %-%)v h dx=\ (n h x-x).nv h ds-\ e(v h )(Tl h x-%)dx = 0,
Proof: We defme Q h and also an auxiliary operator Q h : V -> K fe as foliows. For , we détermine the lmear functions g fl Ü | X and Q h v \ K by demanding that vdx,
üdx= üdivx so that (3.9) follows by summation over K.
In order to show the error estimâtes for Q h we first note that since Q h \ K reproduces linear functions and is bounded in L P (K) we have for 0^srg2, and hence, in the same way as in section 1, which shows (3.10). Observing that again C q~Q (p) as p -> oo, we conclude the maximum-norm estimate (3.11) as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, using an inverse estimate analogous to (1.7) with p = log l/h. We shall therefore consider V tr ov By Green's formula we have for veH x 0 (Q) 2 , fc , i?) = (div(tr© fc -5), v)= -(trcû,-5, e{v)) =2(oa h , e(t>))-2K, Here clearly \{à h ,s{v))\£C\\à h \\.\\v\\ x , and using Green's formula, Lemma 3.3 and (3.15),
so that
Together these estimâtes show which complètes the proof in view of (3.16) . Note that the expression in (3.17) could be estimated somewhat more precisely. In fact,
which yields
Since we do not have the appropriate négative norm estimâtes at our disposai we have not been able to take advantage of this improved estimate. so that ö h = 0. By Lemma 3.4 we conclude that u h = 0 and by Lemma 3.6 that tr a n -Const.
We now turn to the error estimâtes and being with (3.19) . We have by (3. this complètes the proof of (3.19) .
Turning now to the maximum-norm estimate for u h -u we note that ". which complètes the proof.
THE EVOLUTIONARY STOKES' EQUATIONS
We shall fmally consider the time-dependent Stokes' équations (4.1)
with Q again a convex plane domain with smooth boundary F. Let (u, p) be a solution of this problem and set, with the notation of Section 3, a = e (u) -pö. Then with V and // as in Section 3, (u, o) : R + ^> V xH satisfies the following variational form of (4.1): div a) the "elliptic projection" of (M 9 a), the solution of the discrete stationary problem (3.5) with/ = -div a and set
We may then write the error équations in the form (e h , uV h )~ (div e h9 v h ) = (p t9 v h ) 9 V v h e V hy (4.8 a)
(i fc , X*) + («*, div Xfc ) = 0, V X/1 6H, (4.8b)
Recall from theorem 3.1 that ||p(0ll = ll"(0-Mh(0II^C/i 2 |||a(0llli, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) and hence also ||p t (0II^C/» 2 |||a t (0llli, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) so that using lemma 3. this shows (4, 12) .
We now turn to the error estimâtes of the theorem and start with (4.4 Since by Theorem 3.1,
II ö (t)-S à (r) || g Ch 2 M a (t)||| 2 ,
this complètes the proof of (4.6).
In order to estimate tr(a,,-a) we note that by Lemma 3.6 and (4.8a), The proof of the theorem is now complete.
III tr £" (t) III ^ C {||Ifc(t)ll
It follows from (4.15) that if we had had at our disposai pointwise estimâtes in t for e hst9 we would have been able to avoid the intégral on the left of (4.7). Such estimâtes may in fact be shown for t bounded away from zero by the techniques of [17] . We shall not insist on this matter.
We shall now turn to error estimâtes for the homogeneous équation, i. e. the case/=0in (4.1). In order to express the regularity of the solution (u(t), o(t)) of 
|>>,<P;) 2 J
One can show that in the same way as in the elliptic case (cf. [5] ), for s a nonnegative integer, the norm in H s is equivalent to the usual norm in H S (Q) 2 . It is easy to see that for initial data geL 2 (ü) 2 with div g = 0 in Q the u-component of the solution of (4.1) with f=0 is given by and thus || u (t) || fl .^ C r<--'>' 2 || g \\ H , for s*j 9 t>0. (4.17)
We also notice that if/=0 then by (4.1), for t>0, --Aw+Vp=-u, in Q, div u = 0 in Q, w = 0 on T.
By the regularity result (3.4) for Stokes' problem quoted m Section 3 and by (4.16) we therefore have III a (t) IIU-x g C || u t (t) ||,_ 2 ^ C || u t (t) || H -, ^ C || u (t) |U for 5^2, *>0. j l j Our first result for the homogeneous équation is the following analogue of Theorem 2.1 which deals with smooth solutions Proof: Let u°h (t) be the solution of the discrete problem with u°h (0) = P h g where P h dénotes the L 2 projection onto V h . Then following line by line the error analysis from [4] we find IK (0-u Wil ^ C h 2 || g \\ H ,. Our final resuit concerns the homogeneous équation with non-smooth data. Here, as in Theorem 2.3, we use the L 2 -projection P h : V^ V h to defme our discrete initial data. 
